Practical Action licence for using IATI data
Summary
Practical Action is an organisation that believes in open knowledge. This document outlines the
details of the licence that is granted by Practical Action to users who access and use the data
provided by the IATI portal.
It is also our policy to respect the intellectual property rights of others. We in turn ask others to
respect our intellectual property rights.
This document sets out our policy on copyright and other IP rights related to the aid information we
provide. It also references the specific licenses for how our aid information may be used.

Practical Action database
Unless otherwise noted, Practical Action database is licensed under the Open Data Commons Attribution License (ODC-BY). A plain language summary of ODC-BY is available on the Open Data
Commons website. Because a database of information can be legally distinct from its contents, we
use the Creative Commons Attribution License (CC-BY) to cover any other copyright or related rights
that may be present in the database. A “Human Readable” plain language summary of CC-BY is also
available on the Creative Commons site.
In short you may:
Share – copy, use, and distribute the aid information to others
Create – make new works with the aid information
Adapt – modify or transform the aid information, change it into different formats, or
combine it with other data sources.
The main restriction we ask is that you must:
Attribute – give credit to us when you publicly use the aid information.
Full details of your rights and obligations are at:
Open Data Commons – Attribution: http://www.opendatacommons.org/licenses/by/1.0/
Creative Commons – Attribution: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
We spend a lot of time, effort, and even money in getting this data and turning it into a workable
and highly usable resource. We provide aid and/or implement aid projects, and as part of this,
produce aid information. We hope that by sharing this aid information with you under as permissive
a license as possible will bring benefits both to us, and more importantly, to aid recipients, by
improving aid flows.

Our licenses require you to attribute your use of our database. We ask that you attribute us not only
as a legal requirement, but also because your attribution allows us to demonstrate support and
impact of our work, which in turn helps us to continue our work.

Fair dealing, Fair use, and other exceptions to copyright law
Some aid information may be presented here as a result of copyright exceptions such as fair dealing,
fair use, or other exceptions. Our copyright policy does not cover aid information used here under
these exceptions. As a result, your use of this material may not come under the same legal exception
from which we benefit. If you have any doubts, you should consult an appropriate legal professional
licensed in your jurisdiction.
We do not restrict your fair use or other copyright exceptions that you may have for our materials
covered under this policy.

Public domain
If any part of the aid information here is in the public domain – without copyright under the relevant
law – this document in no way changes that status. We also take the position that factual
information on its own is not covered by copyright. These licenses cover our databases where there
may be questions over how that jurisdiction that may protect the factual information in the
database, and to cover any information protected by copyright contained in the aid information.

Attribution
If you use the aid information database as a whole or in part for a new database, you must keep the
licensing information intact. Please see the licenses for more details.
If you use the aid information in another context, such as in a report or by doing data visualisations,
we ask that you use the following phrase:
Contains aid information from Practical Action which is made available under the Open Data
Commons - Attribution License (ODC-BY).

